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After watching “Human Services Careers”, answer the following 
questions.

1. What are the 5 areas of human service careers?  

  

  

  

  

 

2. Which of the following was NOT mentioned as a necessary skill in early childhood care? 

a.  Patience  b.  Communication

b.  Ability to work with people d.  Managing  

3. T or F: People working in mental health services help people with problems and decisions. 
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4. What are some of the challenges counselors and mental health professionals face?  

  

 

 

5. T or F: Human Services careers are generally very lucrative.  

6. Which of the following is a career in family and community human services? 

a.   Sociologist b. Resident Advisor

a.  Banker  d. Massage Therapist 

7. What do personal care professionals do?  

 

8. What does Jamie Hepp of Team TAG say is the most important people skill?  

 

9. What are the requirements of a career in Human Services?   

  

  

  

  

 

10.  T or F: Human Services careers are fulfilling for those who have passion for it. 
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#300014

Review: 

After watching “Human Services Careers”, answer the following 
questions.

1. What are the 5 areas of human service careers?  

Early childhood care  

Counseling and mental health  

Family and community  

Personal care  

Consumer services 

2. Which of the following was NOT mentioned as a necessary skill in early childhood care? 

a.  Patience  b.  Communication

b.  Ability to work with people d.  Managing  

3.  T or F: People working in mental health services help people with problems and decisions. 
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4. What are some of the challenges counselors and mental health professionals face?  

Answers may vary  

Examples: clients may not be engaged in the activities, resistant people, sad stories, physical  

resistance from children--kicking, spitting, etc.  

5. T or F: Human Services careers are generally very lucrative.  

6. Which of the following is a career in family and community human services? 

a.   Sociologist b. Resident Advisor

a.  Banker  d. Massage Therapist 

7. What do personal care professionals do?  

They help others with their personal appearance, including: hair, beauty, nails, and personal  

fitness 

8. What does Jamie Hepp of Team TAG say is the most important people skill?  

(Active) Listening 

9. What are the requirements of a career in Human Services?   

Communication  

Knowledge of safety and health  

Ethical and legal responsibilities  

Technical skills  

Passion 

10.  T or F: Human Services careers are fulfilling for those who have passion for it. 


